The interhemispheric functional organization on human visuo-spatial perception.
To investigate the number of correct responses (NCR), the reaction time (RT) and the event-related potentials (ERPs), the visuo-spatial perception of geometric figures in conditions of backward masking was studied in healthy subjects and patients with chronic alcoholism. The performance of a visuo-spatial task of mentally constructing geometric figures was found to be achieved better if a figure-standard could be formed from the presented fragments. The NCR was significantly lower and the RT longer in patients than in healthy subjects. During the solution of this task in controls the RT was shorter if the stimuli were presented in the left visual field. No interhemispheric differences were observed in alcoholics. The late components of ERPs N200 and P300 occurred with a longer latency and lesser amplitudes in patients than in normal controls. Smaller ERP amplitudes were observed in the right hemisphere. The findings support the view that in chronic alcoholism the hemispheric interaction is disturbed due to predominant deficiency of the visuo-spatial function in the right hemisphere.